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The remarkably short History of Oars ends 6,000 years ago according to English Wikipedia.

Phys.org - South Korean Archaeologists Uncover 7,000-year-old Oar - 17 Aug 2010
https://phys.org/news/2010-08-skorea-archaeologists-uncover-year-old-oar.html

History
Rowing oars have been used since the early Neolithic period. Wooden oars, with canoe-
shaped pottery, dating from 5000–4500 BC have been discovered in a Hemudu culture site 
at Yuyao, Zhejiang, in modern China. In 1999, an oar measuring 63.4 cm (2 ft) in length, 
dating from 4000 BC, was unearthed in Ishikawa Prefecture, Japan.

Wikipedia - Oar
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oar

Their meagre narrative makes it very easy to believe the only notable event in the last 6,000 years 
has been the recent introduction of carbon fibre oars.

The oars used in competitive rowing are long (250–300 cm) poles with one flat end about 
50 cm long and 25 cm wide, called the blade.

Classic oars were made of wood,
but modern oars are made from synthetic material, the most common being carbon fibre.

Wikipedia - Oar
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oar

These 6,000 lost years represent another case of academic amnesia caused by a big problem that
begins with modern wooden sweep oars being 12.33 feet long [weighting 15.43 pounds] and

In sweep rowing each rower has one oar, usually held with both hands. … Sweep or single 
oar rowing … was the means of propulsion for Greek triremes and Viking longboats.

Wikipedia - Sweep Rowing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sweep_(rowing))

When the rower uses one oar on one side, it is called sweep rowing that the single oar is 
called a "sweep" oar … sweep oars are 370 cm - 376 cm. … Since the use of such synthetic
materials … the weight of an oar has come down from over 7 kg to less than 2.5 kg … 

Wikipedia - Oar (sport rowing)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oar_(sport_rowing)

ends with lead counterbalanced wooden oars 57 feet long [17.48 m] in about the 3rd century BC.

According to Callixenos, the longest oars on the alleged forty-banked ship were thirty-eight 
cubits in length, the extreme breadth of the ship also being thirty-eight cubits, or fifty-
seven feet. And he adds that they were weighted with lead inboard to balance the 
excessive length outboard …

Ancient Ships - Cecil Torr - 1895
https://archive.org/details/ancientships01torrgoog/page/n15/mode/1up

In ancient Greek units of measurement, the standard forearm cubit measured 
approximately 0.46 m (18 in).

Wikipedia - Cubit
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cubit#Ancient_Greece

Callixenus of Rhodes was a Hellenistic author from Rhodes. He was a contemporary of 
Ptolemy II Philadelphus [309-246 BC], Ptolemy III Euergetes [280-222 BC] and Ptolemy IV
Philopator [244-204 BC]. He wrote two works, both of which are lost.

Wikipedia - Callixenus of Rhodes
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Callixenus_of_Rhodes

Some of the later galleys were monstrous in size, with oars as long as 17 metres each … 

Wikipedia - Hellenistic-era warships
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hellenistic-era_warships

The long wooden oars co-existed with large wooden merchant ships.

The Nemi ships were two ships, one larger than the other, built under the reign of the 
Roman emperor Caligula in the 1st century CE on Lake Nemi. 

Although the purpose of the ships is only speculated upon, the larger ship was an elaborate 
floating palace, which contained quantities of marble, mosaic floors, heating and plumbing, 
and amenities such as baths. Both ships featured technology thought to have been developed
historically much later.
…
The first ship recovered was 70 m (230 ft) long with a beam (width) of 20 m (66 ft). 
…
The second ship recovered was … 73 m (240 ft) in length and with a beam of 24 m (79 ft). 

Wikipedia - Nemi Ships
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nemi_ships

Lake Nemi is a small circular volcanic lake … 30 km south of Rome, taking its name from 
Nemi, the largest town in the area, that overlooks it from a height.

Wikipedia - Lake Nemi
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lake_Nemi

A wheat-carrying vessel of the second century A. D. is described by Lucian as 180 feet in 
length, 46 feet in breadth, and 43 1/2 feet from her upper deck to her keel. 

The Athenian Trireme - Public Library of Fort Wayne and Allen County - 1953
https://archive.org/details/atheniantrireme00shep/page/n8/mode/1up

Larger ships were built for special purposes.

About 40 A.D. the Vatican obelisk and its pedestal were brought from Egypt to Italy in a 
ship which Pliny describes as the most wonderful vessel that ever was beheld upon the sea; 
evidently meaning that she was the largest, for he comments on her length and her capacity 
and the size of her mast, but says nothing about any peculiarity indesign. 

The obelisk and pedestal together weigh between 496 and 497 tons; and about 800 tons 
of lentils were stowed on board to keep them steady. 

Therefore, unless there is some error about the quantity of lentils, the ship carried fully 1,300
tons, or more than five times the load of the largest merchant-ships afloat.

This ship was doubtless of the class that the Romans built expressly for transporting marble.

Ancient Ships - Cecil Torr - 1895
https://archive.org/details/ancientships01torrgoog/page/26/mode/1up

The long wooden oars also co-existed with large wooden warships.

The Colosseum at Rome - John Henry Parker - 1876
https://archive.org/details/flavianamphithea00park/page/n190/mode/1up

Unfortunately, with one exception, exact figures of dimensions and tonnage exist only for 
merchant vessels. The great "show" war galley described by Athenaeus was 420 feet in 
length and 57 feet in beam, but of less than 8 feet in draught.

The Athenian Trireme - Public Library of Fort Wayne and Allen County - 1953
https://archive.org/details/atheniantrireme00shep/page/n8/mode/1up

Athenaeus of Naucratis was a Greek rhetorician and grammarian, flourishing about the end 
of the 2nd and beginning of the 3rd century AD.

Wikipedia - Athenaeus
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Athenaeus

The oars of a three-banked ship must all have been of very moderate size and weight ; for a
crew could make a forced march when each man was carrying his oar and its appurtenances.

In warships there were always as many rowers as oars: but in some smaller vessels the oars 
were light enough to be sculled in pairs. 

Of the two hundred oars which an Athenian three-banked ship carried for her crew of 
two hundred men, a hundred and seventy belonged to the three banks, while the 
remaining thirty were perineioi - a term which also denoted the men who did not row in the 
banks. These thirty men must have worked these thirty oars from above the upper decking, 
for there certainly was not any space for them below.

As for the other hundred and seventy oars, sixty-two of these belonged to the upper bank, 
and fifty-four to each of the lower banks: yet fifty-eight, as the mean between fifty-four 
and sixty-two, would naturally be the number of oars for the middle bank.

Ancient Ships - Cecil Torr - 1895
https://archive.org/details/ancientships01torrgoog/page/10/mode/1up?view=theater

Nobody knows for sure how the oars and rowers were arranged in these ancient warships.

Of the arrangement of oars and rowers' benches on the ancient warship little definite is 
known.

The Athenian Trireme - Public Library of Fort Wayne and Allen County - 1953
https://archive.org/details/atheniantrireme00shep/page/n12/mode/1up

The evidence from all sources falls short of what is needed for a complete description of 
the ships; for although our information on certain points is ample and conclusive, there are 
many points on which we have no information whatever. 

Ancient Ships - Cecil Torr - 1895
https://archive.org/details/ancientships01torrgoog/page/n15/mode/1up

Therefore:

There's plenty of speculation regarding the speed of ancient warships

In Fate magazine, author Marguerite Steedman … reported that Rear Admiral William A. 
Moffett, U.S.N. and chief of the Bureau of Aeronautics in the 1920s, stated that the speed of 
a battleship of that time was about 20 knots. Admiral Moffett pointed out that Roman oar-
driven warships maneuvered into combat at speeds estimated at 12 to 18 knots. 

Gods and Devils From Outer Space - Eric Norman - 1973
https://archive.org/details/gods-and-devils-from-outer-space-eric-norman/page/77/mode/1up

Of the speed of ancient warships fairly good evidence exists.
…
The above reliable instances make it clear that a warship could maintain an average speed 
of at least seven knots on a voyage of considerable length, given favorable weather 
conditions. For a short period of time, on smooth water, it is likely that the trireme and the 
quinquereme could make from thirteen to fifteen knots. There is good reason to believe, 
indeed, that the potential speed of the ancient fighting ship exceeded anything known in 
naval warfare up to the days of steam.

The Athenian Trireme
Public Library of Fort Wayne and Allen County - 1953

https://archive.org/details/atheniantrireme00shep/page/n12/mode/1up

Classical sources indicate that the trireme was capable of sustained speeds of ca. 6 knots at 
relatively leisurely oaring. There is also a reference by Xenophon of a single day's voyage 
from Byzantium to Heraclea Pontica, which translates as an average speed of 7.37 knots.

Wikipedia - Trireme
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trireme

Ancient Ships - Cecil Torr - 1895
https://archive.org/details/ancientships01torrgoog/page/108/mode/1up

and

There's plenty of speculation regarding oar lengths and rower arrangements in ancient warships.

Modern shipwrights have sought unsuccessfully to reconstruct a trireme, and much learning 
and ingenuity have been expended, if not wasted, on the problem. 

It can only be said that the oar-ports ran in tiers, one above another, along the sides of 
the vessel; and as these tiers were often only two feet or less apart vertically, the rowers' 
benches, to allow sitting space for the rowers, must have ascended upwards like great steps 
from the center line of the ship to the gunwales.

The oars in each superior bank must have been slightly longer than those in the bank below,
and some ingenious system of control must have been used to prevent interference between 
the oars of the different banks.

It is known that the numerous oar-ports were closed by askomata or thick leathern bags, 
which clung close around the oars without much hindrance to their action and kept the water
from entering the vessel.

The Athenian Trireme
Public Library of Fort Wayne and Allen County - 1953

https://archive.org/details/atheniantrireme00shep/page/n12/mode/1up

The General Staff of the Hellenic Navy announces that the first 6 voyages of the Trireme 
"OLYMPIA" for 2018 have been successfully completed.

The end of Summer sailing for the Trireme "OLYMPIA"
https://averof.mil.gr/kalokairini-aylaia-gia-toys-ploes-tis-triiroys-olympias/

The hull of the reconstruction … had to house an oarcrew of 170 men, each able to work 
one oar effectively while sitting at each of three levels in the ship, one level above the 
other. That imposed limits of waterline breadth, displacement and height of centre of gravity 
to obtain sufficient stability for oarsmen to work properly. Oarsmen do not take kindly to 
rowing in rocking boats.

The recorded length of the oars, the likely speeds of triremes, consequent oar gearing and 
the maximum practicable slope when blades were immersed, as well as stability, limited the 
height of the top of the hull above water. 

The hull was therefore very shallow for the length necessary to house the oarcrew. 
The waterline length was more than 13 times the depth of the hull. 
…
Oar blades were only a foot apart in the water, so synchronism in rowing was essential.

Timing and clashing of oars were pretty terrible to begin with, and in motion the ship 
was likened by one rowing master to a spastic centipede.

Some Engineering Concepts applied to Ancient Greek Trireme Warships - John Coates
The 18th Jenkin Lecture - 1 October 2005 - Society of Oxford University Engineers

http://www.soue.org.uk/souenews/issue5/jenkinlect.html

Olympias is a reconstruction of an ancient Athenian trireme [36.9 m long 5.5 m wide]
 …
Olympias was constructed from 1985 to 1987 by a shipbuilder in Piraeus.
 …
Olympias achieved a speed of 9 knots (17 km/h) and was able to perform 180 degree turns 
within one minute, in an arc no wider than two and a half (2.5) ship-lengths. 

Wikipedia - Olympias (trireme)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Olympias_(trireme)
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11:58
We hear the Rowing Master: One and a half minute sprint.
Last chance for striking rate increases.

Only half of one rudder is in the water to minimize resistance
while keeping directional control of the ship on a straight course.

Speeds are called out to encourage the crew.

The striking rate touches 45 strokes per minute.

The sprint is finished and the crew is exhausted.

Speed averaged about 8.5 knots with a peak of 8.8.

The Olympias is a full-size replica of an ancient Greek Trireme warship, co-designed by 
John Coates, naval architect and historian and one of the founders of the modern BRLSI.

This video shows Olympias undergoing sea trials in 1990. 

It was shot by Christopher Miles, and features a commentary written by John Coates and 
read by his son Julian. Edited for BRLSI by Paul Stephens.

Sea Trials of the Trireme Olympias - https://youtu.be/ZcsrNrRkQis
BRLSI - Bath Royal Literary and Scientific Institution - www.brlsi.org

Building the Trireme - Frank Welsh - 1988
Amazon US:    https://www.amazon.com/dp/0094668809
Amazon UK: https://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/0094668809

The Wigham Richardson shipbuilding company was named after its founder, John Wigham 
Richardson (1837-1908), the son of Edward Richardson, a tanner from Newcastle upon 
Tyne, and Jane Wigham from Edinburgh. 

Wikipedia - Wigham Richardson
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wigham_Richardson

Wikipedia - Hellenistic-Era Warships
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hellenistic-era_warships

A History of Sailing Ships - Renzo Rossi - 2006
Amazon US:   https://www.amazon.com/dp/1410306615
Amazon UK: https://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/1410306615

Once again the mainstream mindset fails spectacularly:

1) The crazy crew counts.
2) The ridiculous rower arrangements.
3) The impracticality of three [or more] different oar lengths being used simultaneously.
4) The impracticality of synchronising three [or more] different stoke sizes / speeds.
5) The unsustainable concept of the exhausting sprint speed.
6) The ludicrous portage of large warships and the forced march of rowers carrying their oars.

A hundred triremes would require twenty thousand men in all, or more than the total 
number of crews of the twenty-seven British line of battleships which fought at Trafalgar.

And yet this would not have been a great fleet, as compared with the Roman and 
Carthaginian forces, which contended with hundreds of vessels and multitudes of men, 
numbering one hundred and fifty thousand or so, on each side, in the first Punic War. 

1911 Encyclopædia Britannica - Volume 19 - Navy by David Hannay
https://en.wikisource.org/wiki/1911_Encyclop%C3%A6dia_Britannica/Navy

The number of oars in the four-banked ships is nowhere recorded: but in the inventories
of the Athenian dockyards a complete set is valued at six hundred and sixty-five drachms. 
… 
The five-banked ships in the Roman and Carthaginian fleets in 256 B.C. each carried 
three hundred rowers besides the combatant. With fifty-four oars in the lowest bank and 
four more in each succeeding bank, a five-banked ship would have three hundred and ten 
oars in the banks, and therefore three hundred rowers approximately—or perhaps exactly, 
if here again some of the banks were not fully manned.
…
It is said that as early as 280 B.C. there was an eight-banked ship in the fleet of 
Heracleia on the Black Sea with a hundred rowers in each file, and consequently eight 
hundred on each side, or sixteen hundred altogether.

Ancient Ships - Cecil Torr - 1895
https://archive.org/details/ancientships01torrgoog/page/12/mode/1up

The oars of a three-banked ship must all have been of very moderate size and weight ; for
a crew could make a forced march when each man was carrying his oar and its 
appurtenances.

Ancient Ships - Cecil Torr - 1895
https://archive.org/details/ancientships01torrgoog/page/10/mode/1up?view=theater

Portage or portaging is the practice of carrying water craft or cargo over land …

Wikipedia - Portage
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Portage

The [curved 6-7 km long] roadway [rose 79 m and] was 3.4 to 6 metres (11 to 20 ft) wide.
Since ancient sources tell little about how the ships were hauled across …

Wikipedia - Diolkos
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diolkos

Malaga Bay - Sardis 12: Roman Reversal
https://malagabay.wordpress.com/2021/10/25/sardis-12-roman-reversal/

From the 4th century BC on, new types of oared warships appeared in the Mediterranean 
Sea, superseding the trireme and transforming naval warfare. Ships became increasingly 
large and heavy, including some of the largest wooden ships hitherto constructed. 

These developments were spearheaded in the Hellenistic Near East, but also to a large 
extent shared by the naval powers of the Western Mediterranean, specifically Carthage and 
the Roman Republic.

Wikipedia - Hellenistic-era warships
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hellenistic-era_warships

These mainstream mindset failures are resolved in two simple steps.

Step 1:

The rows of oars were never used simultaneously.

Each row of oars was used sequentially like the gears in a manual shift car.

The voyage started in 1st gear with the short oars.

As the speed increased the rowers shifted into 2nd gear by using the longer oars.

As they approached cruising speed the rowers shifted into 3rd gear with the longest oars.

This arrangement results in the downsizing of the three bank rowers from 170 to [about] 60.

Of the two hundred oars which an Athenian three-banked ship carried for her crew of two 
hundred men, a hundred and seventy belonged to the three banks, while the remaining 
thirty were perineioi - a term which also denoted the men who did not row in the banks.

Ancient Ships - Cecil Torr - 1895
https://archive.org/details/ancientships01torrgoog/page/n15/mode/1up

Manual shift cars suggest anything above 5 gears is creative fiction and/or the mainstream mindset.

Nothing is known for certain about the number or arrangement of the oars in ships of 
more than five banks.

Ancient Ships - Cecil Torr - 1895
https://archive.org/details/ancientships01torrgoog/page/13/mode/1up?view=theater

Heavy warships
… 
Hexareme … Septireme … Octeres … Enneres … Deceres … Larger polyremes … 
…
Demetrius Poliorcetes built "elevens", "thirteens", "fourteens", "fifteens" and 
"sixteens", and his son, Antigonus II Gonatas had an "eighteen", 

while Ptolemy II's navy fielded 14 "elevens", 2 "twelves", 4 "thirteens", and even one 
"twenty" and two "thirties".

Eventually, Ptolemy IV built a "forty" (tessarakonteres) that was 130m long, required 4,000
rowers and 400 other crew, and could support a force of 2,850 marines on its decks.

Wikipedia - Hellenistic-era warships
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hellenistic-era_warships

Step 2:

Moving further back in time:

The number of rowers could be reduced from 60 to 30 by employing large rowers.

In folklore, giants are beings of human-like appearance, but are at times prodigious in size 
and strength or bear an otherwise notable appearance.

Wikipedia - Giant
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Giant

The ancient and commonly repeated explanation of the Greek word γίγας, as connected with
or derived from γηγενής, or “earth-born,” is etymologically doubtful, but at any rate the idea
conveyed by it was familiar to the ancient Greeks, that the giants were earth-born or 
indigenous races … 

1911 Encyclopædia Britannica - Volume 11 - Giant
https://en.wikisource.org/wiki/1911_Encyclop%C3%A6dia_Britannica/Giant

In Greek and Roman mythology, the Giants, also called Gigantes, were a race of great 
strength and aggression, though not necessarily of great size.

They were known for the Gigantomachy (or Gigantomachia), their battle with the Olympian 
gods. According to Hesiod, the Giants were the offspring of Gaia (Earth), born from the 
blood that fell when Uranus (Sky) was castrated by his Titan son Cronus.

Wikipedia - Giants (Greek mythology)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gigantes

Homo Domesticus has banished all mention of Homo Gigantea to the realm of myths.

Malaga Bay - The Meek Maker
https://malagabay.wordpress.com/2022/05/31/the-meek-maker/

The large rowers were physically capable of sculling with two very long oars.

Sculling is the use of oars to propel a boat by moving the oars through the water on both 
sides of the craft, or moving a single oar over the stern.

A long, narrow boat with sliding seats and rigged with two oars per rower may be referred 
to as a scull, its oars may be referred to as sculls, and a person rowing it … sculler.

Wikipedia - Sculling
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sculling

Taken together these adjustments reduce the overall trireme crew count down from the original 200 
to a more manageable 50 people who provide a clear continuity echo with the Argonauts narrative.

The Argonauts were a band of heroes in Greek mythology, who in the years before the 
Trojan War … accompanied Jason to Colchis in his quest to find the Golden Fleece. …
Jason, along with his other 49 crew-mates, sailed off from Iolcus …
 

Wikipedia - Argonauts
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Argonauts

Of the two hundred oars which an Athenian three-banked ship carried for her crew of two 
hundred men, a hundred and seventy belonged to the three banks, while the remaining 
thirty were perineioi - a term which also denoted the men who did not row in the banks.

Ancient Ships - Cecil Torr - 1895
https://archive.org/details/ancientships01torrgoog/page/n15/mode/1up

As always:

Review the available evidence and draw your own conclusions.
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